15th – 20th of August 2017
Weds – Sunday 1.30pm

Screening:

Weds – Sat 6.30pm

The Imitation Game (M) 2014
- dir. Morten Tyldum. starring Benedict Cumberbatch, Keira Knightley, Matthew Goode
146 mins. Hands up those members who know what a Turing Test is? Well done those who knew. We will
be holding classes for the rest of you later in the year. But who (except we geeks) knows very much about
the great Alan Turing himself? The Imitation Game is your opportunity to correct that deficiency.. Set mainly
in war-time England it is partly a war thriller telling the now famous story of the breaking of the Enigma
Code. But also it is a bio-pic of the life and untimely death of that amazing genius who. perhaps, more than
any other single person, laid the foundations of our modern computer-based culture. Winner of 4 Oscars
(Best Picture, Best Script, Best Actor and Best Actress) it explores issues of gender and sexuality without ever
losing sight of the main job of winning the war.The acting is superb not just from Cumberbatch and Knightley
in the principal roles but also from subsidiary characters such as Charles Dance as the commanding officer,
Matthew Goode as Hugh Alexander, the team leader and Mark Strong as the MI6 heavy.

22nd– 27th of August 2017
Weds – Sunday 1.30pm

Screening:

Weds – Sat 6.30pm

Red Dog: True Blue (M) 2016
- dir. Kriv Stenders. starring Jason Isaacs, Thomas Coquerel, Bryan Brown
88 mins When you have made a film for $8-9 million which earned over $21 million at the box-office and
then went on to be the big-gest selling Australian DVD - ever - the temptation to cash in with a sequel
must be immense; one which the team pf Nelson Woss (producer), Kriv Stenders (director) and Daniel
Taplitz (writer) evidently just could not resist. Perhaps bearing in mind the oft-quoted view that, with the
single exception of Godfather II, no sequel has ever been as good as its original, they made a prequel
instead. This family drama which is complete with marriage break-up, city lad confronting bush life and
a grumpy (but kind underneath it all) grandpa traces the early life of Red Dog before he grew into the
legend that he became. Unfortunately Koko the great star of the first film died in 2014. The big question
is: is his successor, Phoenix, a star of the same magnitude as good old Koko?

Film Club Members
Bi-annual Membership
$25

What’s screening next 2 weeks
Snowden

Up in the air

Theatre limited to 30 seats
No advance bookings. Members have priority - Arrive early to avoid disappointment
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